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Medical students across the country are deep into their studies for the year and getting
used to the new normal – with most first and second year students either fully virtual or in a
hybrid model. Education models, curriculums and courses are being looked at with the
understanding that students’ education must include new competencies that are better
suited to addressing today’s health challenges.
But while including this new curriculum and lessons, some schools walk the line –
and others cross it – of bringing politics and policy into education.
Where science and research should lead, schools that are funded and led by Big
Insurance and Big Government mandate that their policies make decisions. The events
and education that BRI brings to medical students are paramount in fighting back against
an even more one-sided education being forced on the future of healthcare.
BRI’s speakers – physicians, policy-matter experts, and people working in the field – bring
real-life knowledge to these students on free-market alternatives to what is being fed to
them in the classroom. Our network does what others do not – we don’t put money first.
BRI’s mission demands that the doctor-patient relationship always must come first.
It is more important now than ever that you support BRI’s efforts. Our current
chapters are thinking of creative ways to generate interest in events in the virtual
environment, and BRI funds those efforts. We are continuing our extremely popular Virtual
Events Series, started in response to the Covid-19 pandemic. And we continue to grow!
We have almost a dozen schools about to become new chapters. But we need your help to
continue. Support BRI today

VIRTUAL EVENTS SERIES
We are excited to announce October’s lineup for our Virtual Event Series. Please register

for events you are interested in soon as each is capped at 100 participants. Remember,
you do NOT have to be a student to enjoy these events. Our Virtual Events Series are
open and free to the entire BRI network.
Thursday, October 22 – 4:00pm ET
Grace-Marie Turner – Galen Institute
Thursday, October 22 – 4:00pm
Register HERE
Thursday, October 29 – 1:00pm ET
Dr. Keith Smith – The Surgery Center of Oklahoma
Register HERE
**SPECIAL INVITATION FOR MEDICAL STUDENTS IN NORTHEAST**
BRI Chapter at New York Medical College invites medical students in northeast to their
virtual event
Tuesday, October 20 – 6:00pm
Dr. Teodoro Forcht Dagi - How Can One Be An Entrepreneurial Professional In
Healthcare?
Register HERE

PAST EVENTS
Have you missed any of our past online events? BRI’s Live Event Series can be found on
our website - Events List. You can also subscribe to our YouTube channel and have
access to a history of our videos, and be notified when we add new ones – BRI YouTube
Channel.

GET THE NEWS
Michael Cannon of the Cato Institute explains how the
estimation doesn’t account for underlying law and
contracts that would prevent many Americans from losing
coverage.
Congress should implement a solution that privileges the interests of patients. Such a fix
would give people accurate pricing and coverage information before they receive care—
and hold insurers and providers accountable if that information is inaccurate. This is what
BRI’s Board Chair, Sally Pipes, talks about in Fierce Healthcare.

SPREAD THE WORD
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Our good friends at The Mercatus Center just launched a new online journal that will
address culture and society, economics, and politics. The journal is committed to diverse
viewpoints, innovative thinking, and classical liberal values. Check out Discourse now.
The Free Market Medical Association (FMMA) has graciously made some videos available
of their 2020 Mini Conference, held in September. Check out wisdom from Dr. Tony Dale,
Dr. Keith Smith and Jay Kempton, and Dr. Kyle Rickner.
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